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SERVICES AT ST PAUL’S CHURCH 

ALL SERVICES ARE SUSPENDED DURING 

THE PRESENT CRISIS  

SUNDAYS 

8am Holy Communion (said) 

10am Parish Communion (with hymns) 

10am Family Service (Second Sunday) 

12 noon and 1 pm Holy Baptism (First Sunday) 

4pm Messy Church (alternative worship for families) (Third Sunday) 

WEDNESDAYS 

10am Holy Communion 

7.30pm Be Still (4th or last Wednesday of the month) 

For Baptism & Marriage arrangements please call at the Parish Office: 

Tuesdays 10am to 12noon or Friday eve by prior appointment.  See the 

directory on the inside front page for more details. 

A PRAYER FOR A PANDEMIC 
May we who are merely inconvenienced, remember those whose lives are at stake. 

May we who have no risk factors remember those most vulnerable. 

May we who have the luxury of working from home, remember those who must 
choose between preserving their health or making their rent. 

May we who have the flexibility to care for our children when their schools close, 
remember those who have no options. 

May we who have to cancel our trips, remember those that have no safe place to go. 

May we who are losing our margin money in the tumult of the economic market, 
remember those who have no margin at all. 

May we who settle in for a quarantine at home remember those who have no home. 

As fear grips our country, let us choose love. 

During this time when we cannot physically wrap our arms around each other, 

let us yet find ways to be the loving embrace of God to our neighbours.  

Amen. 
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VICAR’S LETTER 
Dear All, 

Blessed are the meek for they shall inherit the earth 

Matthew 5:5 

(Synonyms of meek: down-to-earth, humble, lowly, 
unpretentious…) 

P 
honing round some members of our congregation recently, I spotted 
a repeated refrain. Delivered in apologetic tones, person after person 
said: “I am only…” I am only phoning my friends – especially those 
on their own. I am only checking in on my elderly neighbours. I am 

only looking after my mum and helping her stay safe. These people were 
feeling a bit useless.  My task was to help them see how precious those “I am 
only…” contributions really are and to celebrate the love and generosity of 
heart which prompted them. 

But church leaders can be equally bad. Among my colleagues across the 
church, there is a similar chorus: I am only offering a very basic livestream. I 
am not good with technology so I am only posting cards. I am only praying 
for my community every day… Compared to some of the work that is being 
done by keyworkers in our society, compared to their sacrifices and 
challenges, our humble efforts in this crisis can seem very small. 

However, my keyworker friends fall into the trap too: I am only on a 
rehabilitation ward - my colleagues in critical care are doing the real work, 
they say.  It seems that we all wish we were doing more, could help more, in 
this difficult time. 

What we all need to remember that there is no such thing as “I am only…” 
with God. Every act of love, insignificant though it may seem, is treasured 
by God. God doesn’t compare us to our neighbour.  God loves us as 
individuals and rejoices when we use what we have, where we are, to offer 
love, hope and comfort to others. 

Mother Theresa is quoted as saying: “Not all of us can do great things. But 
we can do small things with great love”. So be faithful and offer your “small 
things” to God and neighbour with all the love you can muster. And in so 
doing, may you find yourself blessed. 

With love and thanks for all your prayers and loving actions - you are 
amazing. 

 

Kate 
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WILDLIFE WATCH May 2020 

A 
 clump of frogspawn appeared in the middle of the fish pond last 
week – if we get any at all, it seems to arrive later here than in 
gardens nearby.  We relined the pond in January, as it had been 
leaking slowly over the autumn and winter, so all the water was 

changed and we relocated 30 or so newts in their first winter and a few 
adults, into the wildlife pond a foot or so away.  When we first came here 
(10 yrs ago – doesn’t time fly!) we had lots of frogspawn but it gradually 
reduced to the occasional clump every 2 years or so, and it’s normally 
grazed by tiny leeches, which eat the egg nuclei and the newly hatched but 
still attached tadpoles, and by newts who will take anything up to a small 
frog.  So fewer tadpoles survive to lay spawn 3 or 4 years later 

In recent years I’ve been in the habit of transferring the spawn to a 
temporary pond well away from the two ponds, but with very limited 
success – I can’t monitor the progress but we haven’t seen more than a 
couple of tiny froglets around in any recent summer, and just the odd adult 
at any time of year.   

I decided to leave the frogspawn in situ and hope the leeches and newts were 
still in sufficiently small numbers in that pond for a reasonable number to 
hatch and grow up, but after a few days it was obvious that the eggs were 
being eaten.  So I tried a new method, I unearthed an old aquarium and 
pump and moved the remains of the clump into the craft room with weed 
and pond water.  Most of the remaining eggs’ nuclei which had begun to 
elongate and curl before I moved it,  hatched and left the jelly overnight, but 
there are some still circular further from the surface which may be infertile 
or just lacking enough oxygen to develop as quickly.  I haven’t seen any 
leeches on the spawn, so I’m hoping that the apparent lack of tadpoles is 
because they are all hiding in the weed and not succumbing to some dire 
plague or predator.  My mother-in-law, who for many years reared tadpoles 
in her kitchen for some and boasted a 90%+ success rate, told me what to 
feed them on, and says when they get used to being fed they will gather as 
soon as the food is sprinkled onto the surface of the water. 

Half an hour after I removed the clump from the pond, I saw an affronted 
newt cruising the area where the spawn had been, bemoaning the closure of 
his favourite restaurant.  I told him to blame the Corona virus!  If it wasn’t 
for being in lockdown, I wouldn’t have dreamed of rearing them indoors, 
and he’d just have had to go on the annual treasure hunt to discover whence 
it had been relocated.  

There is a bird nesting in the box with the camera inside it.  Nesting material 
is accumulating, but I’ve not seen the builder, suggesting it’s a blue tit.  The 

(Con�nued on page 5) 
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coal tits that used it in earlier years slept in it overnight while building, but 
the blue tits which took it over last year, left it empty overnight, so I didn’t 
know what species they were was until they began to brood the eggs.  The 
blue tits covered the eggs every time they left the nest, even before they 
began to brood them, so I never was able to count them successfully, only 
estimate the number that hatched.  I found the coal tits much more 
satisfactory tenants; they left the eggs uncovered and they were better 
mothers, too, the successful fledging rate being much higher even though 
more eggs were laid in their clutch.  

The gardening club I joined last summer redistributes  unwanted seeds given free 
with magazines among its members, so I accumulated a few packets, intending to 
grow a few seeds from each to improve diversity in the garden and feed the bees and 
other pollinators.  However, hearing that there won’t be plug plants around (my 
usual resource for pots and hanging baskets) I’ve sown most of them and so far they 
are doing well.  If I can manage to eke out the compost and pots for the duration, 
there should be plenty for me and friends, although my hanging baskets will be a 
little odd - I shall try blue sweet peas, nemesia and, to fill in, some variegated 
catmint and other greenery that struggled through the winter in last year’s baskets, 
for just long enough for me to salvage the green bits and persuade them to grow on.  
I may add Dianthus and the odd snapdragon.  I have some Busy Lizzie seed for pots 
in the shade, but the germination rate is quite low so they will be in short supply.  

To curb Coco’s strawberry addiction (I thought it was the pigeons until I saw the 
spaniel leaving the strawberry bed, licking his lips – he didn’t leave a single berry to 
ripen properly!)  David has built a net cover, so I should get some this year.  The 
peaches have flowered and been pollinated but I didn’t get such a good set as in 
previous years – should have a few, though; and the apricots look promising.  My 
pear tree has at last produced a decent amount of blossom so I’m hoping to discover 
whether it is the Conference pear I tried to buy or another mislabelled purchase.  In 
fact it’s been an amazing year for blossom so far – even the new 2 yr old dwarf 
Victoria plum has produced its first flowers, but my garden seems very short of 
honey bees, and the few I have seen weren’t near the fruit blossom but on the 
undeveloped Cotoneaster buds which produce a sweet exudate they always love and 
seem to prefer to anything else.  Bumble bees are more numerous, but we’ve had to 
rescue several marooned on the path, and in need of a sugar fix - we normally put 
them on a dandelion or hyacinth or on a shallow saucer of sugar water (never use 
honey – it can spread disease or, if imported, antibiotics not allowed in this country 
which will cause problems of resistance and contamination).  We are beginning to 
get quite a lot of hover flies and a few butterflies – one or two peacocks, and a few 
orange tips.  

Spring seems to be racing along – the early daffodils are over and the tulips seem to 
be over a few days after they open – honesty is flowering in sunny places and there 
are dandelions everywhere.  Am I the only one who wants to slow it down so I can 
savour each stage?  

Marian 

(WILDLIFE WATCH ~ Con�nued from page 4) 
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DWYERS REWIRES 
(Find us on Facebook) 

Robert Dwyer 

Electrician 
Call for a free quote on any electrical work you need doing including 

complete rewires! 

T: 024 7592 1969 

M: 07570 542 456 

E: dwyersrewires@outlook.com 

Established 1986 

DEVALL & SON 
NUNEATON 

Family Funeral Directors & Monumental Masons 

 

 

 

 

 

When you’re ready call us for more informa.on on 024 7637 5665 

1-2 Wembrook House 

The Green  

A4leborough 

NUNEATON 

CV11 4FJ 

 Memorials 

 Pre-paid Funeral Plans 

 Floristry Service 

 Catering 

 Jaguar Fleet 

 Bereavement Support 
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Please s�ll do this even though SPOGS is suspended un�l further no�ce.  They will 

definitely need YOU when they start up again.  Please offer your help! 

KATHLEEN LUCY ANNE NORTON  
(nee Sidwell) born 13 November 1925 

Some things that have happened locally during Kathleen Lucy Anne’s years in 
Nuneaton 

Lots of interesting facts have been submitted from 1925 – 2005.  These will be 
published in the magazine in ‘bite size’ chunks.   

1926:  Severe earth tremor shook Nuneaton. 

1927:   Queen Mary visited Arbury Hall and Astley Castle 

1928:   The Palace cinema was opened. 

1929: Ranby’s, the chemist , opened on the corner of Abbey Street/High Street.   

 The Grand Cinema, Chapel End opened. 

1930:   The first county cricket match played at Griff and Coton.   

 Nuneaton’s first Carnival. 

1931:   Mr James Knox of Haunchwood Brick & Tiles dies (late of The Chase, 
 Higham Lane) 

 Work starts on the new Nuneaton Council House 

1932:   Stockingford Railway Station signal box closed. 

 The ‘Great Flood’ of Nuneaton – water reaching five feet deep in the Market 
 Place. 

1933: New Council House completed. 
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COLLYHURST RESIDENTIAL  

CARE HOME 

31/33 Nuneaton Road 

Collycroft 

BEDWORTH 

CV12 8AN 

Telephone (024) 7631 9092 
www.collyhurst.info 

Email charlestaylor33@btconnect.com 
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LEXICON OF ISOLATION 

Acceptance. All will be well.. eventually. 

Be kind to yourself. 

Clear out a cupboard and donate to charity later. 

Don't watch too much TV! 

Exercise and keep your brain busy too. 

Finish all those tasks you have been avoiding 

Go for a walk each day. 

Hygiene is a must keep washing your hands. 

Isolation keeps us well. 

Jigsaws pass the time. 

Keep fit . 

Listen to music and dance a bit! 

Money is out and its payment with plastic now. 

National Heath Staff are heroes. 

Only go out when you really have to. 

Puzzles keep your brain active. 

Quizzes can be the source of disagreements! 

Read a book. 

Singing is good for you. 

Telephone  friends don't just send a text. 

Understand this is tough but stick it out. 

Volunteer if you are able and help others. 

Write some poetry. 

X rays and other hospital stuff postponed for now. Be patient and not a 
patient. 

You are doing well. Start planning for a celebration when this is all over. 

Z get more sleep. Have a lie in whilst you can… 

Lyn Unsworth 
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‘Let our family help yours’ 

Available 24 hours 

Horse Drawn Hearse 

Jaguar Fleet 

Rolls Royce Fleet 

On site Catering 

Avenue Road 

Nuneaton 

Warwickshire 

CV11 4JT 

Telephone:  024 7638 2124 

Email:  wsmithsons@btconnect.com 
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MEMORIES OF WORLD WAR 2 

I 
 was born two years before the start of WW2 --- an only child, and a girl so I 
was very protected.  Discipline and good manners were emphasized but I was 
sheltered from knowing too much about the horrors of war. 

When I started school my parents prepared me well so I knew Mum would go 
home and leave me for the day.  I remember some children cried and sat on teacher's 
knee and were given a sweet!  -- an early lesson that the world seems unfair! 

We lived in Coventry in the Fletchamstead area which was then almost on the 
outskirts of the town.  My Dad cycled to work every day to the Valves which was in 
the centre of town --about 3-4 miles. 

We lived in a terraced house with a long narrow back garden where Dad grew 
potatoes, runner beans, lettuce and beetroot and tomatoes in the green house.  He 
also had an allotment where he grew more potatoes and every vegetable you could 
think of.  Also in the back garden we had two apple trees, two pear trees and black 
currant, red currant and gooseberry bushes.  There was also a chicken house and run.  
They provided eggs for ourselves and a great Aunt and Uncle.  I remember one day 
one of the younger chickens was lame and sat in the corner of the run looking very 
poorly.  Since we couldn't afford to loose it and Dad worked from 7.30am to 7.30pm 
Mum and I had to take it to the PDSA.  We were sent home with a box of pills, 
fortunately small and round, after being shown how to make a chicken swallow! 

We were lucky to have so much fresh fruit and vegetables.  Mum bottled much of 
the fruit and Dad salted runner beans and preserved some of the eggs in isinglass.  I 
was not very popular when I said I liked the powdered egg!!  Potatoes and carrots 
were stored in a "camp".  I think each were piled on the ground and covered with 
straw and then soil or sacking.  You could then remove a few as they were needed.  

Without freezers (I didn't even know what a fridge was) we did not preserve many 
vegetables so we ate whatever was in season till we looked like it!  This did nothing 
to encourage a love of sprouts on my part.  When we were married -- Hurrah!  I 
didn't have to eat another one!  It was months before I discovered John likes them! 

Mum made our rations stretch forever.  I remember cakes and pastry and I had more 
than my fair share of the sweet ration.  We ate a Mars bar, a slice a day.  It still 
doesn't seem right to eat a whole bar even now.  Mum also made Easter eggs.  I have 
no idea what they were made of but she shaped them with two desert spoons.  
Magic! 

My very earliest memory ever was during an air raid.  Dad was a warden so he 
would go on duty and Mum and I slept in the pantry which was under the stairs.  We 
had a raid one Christmas Eve so Mum and I settled down under the stairs but I was 
concerned Father Christmas might not find us.  I needn't have worried because in the 
morning there was a lovely teddy bear propped up by the gas meter.  What a safe 
place to go to in the bombing! 

Perhaps I have jogged some memories of your wartime days.  It would be good to 
hear/read your stories. 

Norma Law 
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STOCKINGFORD 

COMMUNITY CENTRE 
Telephone: 024 7638 8508 
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VICTORY IN EUROPE (VE)  

75th ANNIVERSARY 2020 

I 
 was four going on five years old when WW2 was declared and ten 
years old when it ended.  I was living in Coventry, less than two miles 
from our editor Peter! 

I have memories of our house having the roof blown off and every 
window smashed.  It was patched up and we carried on. 

One of the most vivid experiences came later, after the blitzes.  My parents 
had friends who lived in Withybrook.  Occasionally, at the weekend, to get a 
decent night’s sleep, we caught a Midland Red bus to Shilton and walked, 
with cases, the two-mile winding road to their home.  Their son Tony 
became an honorary cousin. 

One day he asked me if I would like to go rabbit shooting.  By now I would 
be about eight years old.  On the way we called at a neighbouring farm. 

Out came Fritz, a German Prisoner of War, a Trusty, with a 12 bore rifle!!  ... 

I had been taught that the only good German was a dead German! 

I was frightened beyond measure! 

Fritz was a farm labourer in Germany until he was called up.  He was 
determined not to kill anyone and surrendered at the first opportunity.  He 
and many thousands were deemed safe and put to work on farms replacing 
men from our farms who had been called up.  Tony, who was a few years 
older than me, didn’t explain any of this.  It was a very nerve racking 
experience! 

After the end of the war I didn’t see Fritz again.  Later Tony some research 
without any firm conclusion 

There is a possibility that he was shipped back to Germany to what was then 
the Soviet held sector. 

There is at least one instance recorded of the British Government sending a 
shipload to such an area.  The men were disembarked, marched off into some 
woods and shot. 

Was that Fritz’s fate?  

I pray not but I have seen so much of Man’s inhumanity to Man. 

When my war memories are evoked Fritz comes to mind, such a gentle chap, 
no doubt a family man. 

Whenever I pass through Withy brook I wonder if ----- sadly. 

FATHER FORGIVE 

John Law 
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ADVERTISING IN ST PAUL’S MAGAZINE 

(2020 RATES) 

A half page costs £50 per year and a full page £75.  We 
publish 10 issues a calendar year.  We also accept 
adverts for shorter periods pro rata.  More info from 
Parish Office on 024 7632 5359. 

READERS - If you use any of our advertisers please 
tell them where you saw their advert!  Also if you 
receive excellent service from one of our advertisers 
send us a review so that we can add an endorsement 
to the advert. 

SUBMITTING AN ARTICLE TO THE MAGAZINE 

We want St Paul’s magazine to contain as much church and community news 
as possible.  If you would like an article included in the magazine, please 

email it to magazine@stpaulsstockingford.org.uk.   

Alternatively hand written articles must be handed to a member of the 
magazine team for typing up.   

Your article can be about anything - a recent ‘different’ holiday, what 
brought you to St Paul’s in the first place or it could be about an activity you 

run at Church.  Or maybe even a joke you’d like to share!  Please include 
your name with your  contribution! 

Last date for copy for the June magazine is 22nd May. 

Many thanks - St Paul’s Magazine Team (Pete Aldersley,  Kate Massey, 
Anne Murray & Keith Chambers). 

 

MAGAZINE NOTICES 

Follow us at St Paul's Church Stockingford 

Find us at stpaulsstockingford.org.uk 
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RD ELECTRICS 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ELECTRICIAN 

Free Quotes & Advice 

No Job Too Big Or Too Small 

Special Rates for OAP’s 

Emergency Call Out 

Replacement Light Fi@ngs 

LED Security Ligh.ng 

Consumer Units & Upgrades 

Full/Part Rewires 

Electric Showers 

Immersion Heaters 

CCTV/Alarms/Cat 5e/6e 

CALL ROB 

Telephone: 024 7664 1522 

Mobile: 07970 421 380 
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MODIFYING PRAYERS 

U 
ntil a few years ago I either made up a prayer or prayed one someone else 
had written.  Somehow it never seemed right to adapt part or all of 
someone else’s prayer –  it felt like committing a kind of plagiarism, and 
I somehow didn’t feel ‘qualified’ to do it..  Then, in November 2014 

Colin Udall gave a sermon on parable of the wise and foolish virgins, which 
included the following prayer: 

 

When our lamps are going out because we are tired: 
Lord, give us the oil of rest 

When our lamps are going out because we are lonely 
Lord give us the oil of friendship 
When our lamps are going out because we are upset 
Lord, give us the oil of comfort 
When our lamps are going out because we are foolish 
Lord, give us the oil of wisdom 

Help us to use your time wisely and to involve you in our time and lives. 
Help us always to be ready for you. 

Amen 

 

I like the prayer particularly because it feels like a joint effort – instead of asking 
God to do what we want, or just saying ‘Help’ and expecting Him to take over and 
solve it , (both of which are appropriate in many circumstances), there is an element 
of analysing what is wrong and what is needed, and asking for help to help yourself 
(which, as it happens is what I used to pray at the beginning of exams ‘O Lord, help 
me to help myself’ – it became a mantra for calming down and getting on with it!).   

I asked Colin for the text of the prayer, and then found myself adding stanzas 
appropriate to my own situation over the years,  to the point where I’m not entirely 
sure if the following one was in the original or I added it .. 

When our lamps are going out because we are lost 
Lord, give us the oil of purpose  

Three others, that I’m pretty sure are mine are: 

When our lamps are going out because we are panicking 
Lord, give us the oil of your peace 
When our lamps are going out because we see no progress and feel marooned 
Lord, give us the oil of patience  

When our lamps are going out because we are obsessing 
Lord, give us the oil of perspective 

I find it oddly satisfying, and have no doubt there will be more as circumstances 
change.  

Marian 
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EIGHT THINGS I HAVE LEARNED 
DURING COVID-19 LOCKDOWN 

Compline – I have been reminded how much I love this service.  It is so 
gentle and calming at the end of the day, especially during anxious times.  
We had our own St Paul’s Compline services during Holy Week and I have 
been following regularly the live-streamed services from Cuddesdon (Mike 
Stewart’s college). 

Kindness – there is so much of it about - small gestures, whopping great 
deeds, locally and globally – and we are sharing those stories which eclipse 
the negative stories. 

Birdsong – this is always beautiful, but it seems louder and longer than 
normal!  Sometimes it is the only sound I can hear and so uplifting! 

On-line Church Services – although we have been unable to attend church 
together, I really still feel “connected” and part of our worshipping 
community.  Easter was every bit as beautiful and encouraging.  Thank you, 
Kate and Jo! 

Being slow and still – life is usually fast and busy, so it has been a real 
pleasure to first learn how to be slow, and then to savour the everyday things 
which I might have taken for granted.  It is liberating to have permission to 
stand and stare. 

2 metres is a long way – when you are meeting someone it is hard to forgo 
normal human interactions such as a handshake, hug or sympathetic touch.  
On the other hand, it seems quite close if you are near someone with a cough! 

Technology and social media are great assets – I always thought these 
were basically good (if sometimes frustrating) things, but recently they have 
come into their own.  Technology has enabled many people to work, families 
and friends to stay in contact, information to be shared and communities to 
be built. 

Counting your blessings – in our house we have taken to doing this 
explicitly every day.  It should probably always be a daily activity, but often 
gets trampled in the stampede of everyday life.  It is a long list.  Naming your 
blessings is a great antidote to feeling overwhelmed by events you can’t 
control. 

So what have you learned during Lockdown?  Please share! 

 

Julia Gazeley 
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I recently came across the poem below and as spring is my favourite season I 
was delighted to know I’m not the only one to feel it flies past far too 
quickly.  Marian 
 

BUDDING TIME TOO BRIEF  
by Evaleen Stein  

 
O little buds, break not so fast! 

The spring's but new. 
The skies will yet be brighter blue, 

And sunny too. 
I would you might thus sweetly last 

Till this glad season's overpast, 
Nor hasten through. 

 
It is so exquisite to feel 

The light warm sun; 
To merely know the winter done, 

And life begun; 
And to my heart no blooms appeal 
For tenderness so deep and real, 

As any one 
 

Of these first April buds, that hold 
The hint of spring's 

Rare perfectness that May-time brings. 
So take not wings! 

Oh, linger, linger, nor unfold 
Too swiftly though the mellow mould, 

Sweet growing things! 
 

And errant birds, and honey-bees, 
Seek not to wile; 

And, sun, let not your warmest smile 
Quite yet beguile 

The young peach-boughs and apple-trees 
To trust their beauty to the breeze; 

Wait yet awhile! 
 

 

Evaleen Stein (1863-1923)was an American poet from Lafayette, Indiana 
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Traidcraft Stall Update 

 
As our Church building has had to close, the Traidcraft stall has moved out, and is no longer 
open to the public and passing trade. 

However, stock is still available, including hand wash, toilet rolls and pasta, and some items 
at keen prices. If anyone would like to purchase anything, this can be achieved by calling 
Andy Gazeley on 024 7638 5354. Arrangements can then be made for you to make a contact-
free collection from my home, or delivery can be arranged if you are unable to leave your 
home. 

Here is an opportunity to continue to buy fairly-traded end ethically produced goods, and to 
be a good neighbour. 

Loving Father, 

In these difficult days we turn to you. 

We thank you for the work of the emergency services and key workers across our 
nation and ask for your hand of protection upon them. We also thank you for your 

Church and the work she is doing to help those most in need. 

For those who are sick, bring healing. 

For those who mourn, bring comfort. 

For those who face uncertainty financially, bring stability. 

For those who don’t know what to do, bring clarity. 

For those who are at risk, bring protection. 

For those who are frightened, bring calm. 

 

We ask these things also for our producers across the globe. Grant them reassurance that they 
are not forgotten and that we continue to stand with them. Continue to keep their routes to 

market open, their cashflow strong and protect their crop. 

We ask for wisdom for those in leadership positions, both locally and nationally as they seek 
to guide us through the coming days and ask also for peace in our land. 

Mighty God, for whom all things are known,  

we pray these things in the name of your son, Jesus Christ. 

Amen 
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VIETNAM & CAMBODIA 

W 
e have just returned from a busy and fascinating holiday to 
Vietnam and Cambodia. It was our first trip to Asia and so we 
were expecting some new experiences and we were not 
disappointed. Even before we booked the trip we could tell it 

was not going to be relaxing – we squeezed eight flights into the sixteen 
days, two of them lasting over 12 hours each. Vietnam itself is 1,000 miles 
long and the infrastructure does not allow for easy travel over such a 
distance, hence the internal flights. 

The city traffic was quite a challenge with both countries relying heavily on 
scooters rather than cars and buses. Hanoi alone boasts 8,000,000 scooters 
and they pay little attention to any rules of the road. As our guide explained, 
a green traffic light means Go, an amber one means Go Faster and a red 
means Go Anyway ! Crossing the road is tricky and hazardous, even on a 
pedestrian crossing, the idea being to avoid the cars and just let the scooters 
buzz around you, trusting in their skill and manoeuvrability to keep you safe. 

The big cities are noisy and smelly and it is no wonder that the locals wear 
face masks most of the time – not just since Corona Virus. Street food is 
everywhere with tiny stools and tables that we would see in infant schools 
littering the pavements. Some units are mobile with cooking equipment 
attached to the back of a scooter and setting up at opportune locations. The 
poverty is obvious, contrasting sharply with the five star hotels where we 
stayed and the glistening new malls and buildings springing up everywhere. 

As expected the two main highlights were the natural splendour of Ha Long 
Bay with its 3,000 limestone islands and the amazing ancient wonder of 
Angkor Wat and other temples in the area. However the pervading memories 
of the trip were the poignant reminders of the pain and misery we have 
inflicted on each other within living memory. Both Vietnam and Cambodia 
suffered terribly in the 1970s, Vietnam through warfare and Cambodia 
through Pol Pot’s violent imposition of his version of communism. 

We were still at school in the 70s and can only remember a few names and 
headlines. All we can remember of the Vietnam War is the demonstrations 
and controversy in America, the 58,000 US deaths and those surviving with 
disability and scars, both physical and mental. Such tragedy is insignificant 
compared to the 3,000,000 Vietnamese deaths and the victims of Napalm, 
Agent Orange and the other chemical weapons used at the time. Their 
primary aim was to clear the jungles which afforded cover for the guerrilla 
army which was driven underground. We visited the Cu Chi Tunnels, a 
network covering 200km in the area around Saigon. 

Perhaps we could expect the people to assign such terrible times to the 

(Con�nued on page 21) 
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margins but they seem to rejoice in overcoming them. Memorials and 
exhibits form the centrepiece of their tourism industry without any apparent 
bitterness. Westerners are welcomed, including those from USA. On 
reflection we can see a similar pattern in ourselves following WW2, although 
I think we struggle to match their generosity of spirit. 

In Cambodia the genocide was not inflicted by outsiders but by a minority of 
the country’s own people. The plan was to create a communist state based on 
rural poverty by eliminating everyone with an education or any reason not to 
be content with such a life. Again the reminders are now tourist attractions 
and we visited The Killing Fields at Choeung Ek where mass graves held the 
bodies of those executed – the overall estimate is 1,700,000 people. Perhaps 
the most moving site was Tuol Sleng (Camp S-21) in Phnom Penh where 
many were tortured and killed. Our local guide’s father was killed there and 
of only twelve known survivors at the time of liberation, two still attend 
daily, one painting and the other talking to visitors about his story. 

Despite the harrowing reminders of recent tragedies there was far more to 
enjoy in the holiday with the spectacular royal palaces and temples reflecting 
a culture based on Hinduism and Buddhism rather than Christianity. We 
were well looked after by Riviera, and Asian Travels, their local partner 
company. We can recommend the tour and would be happy to talk about it to 
anyone who’s interested. We could also bore you with thousands of photos ! 

Andrea & Andrew  

(Vietnam & Cambodia ~ Con�nued from page 20) 

FROM THE REGISTERS 

April 
FUNERALS 

 

James Haston Boyd 
William Roland Cecil Marshall 

Isabella Jane Martin 
Michael Geary 
Hazel Warren 

Blessed are those who mourn, for they will be comforted.  
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PARISH ORGANISATIONS 

ALL ARE SUSPENDED DURING THE 

PRESENT CRISIS  

OASIS: Meets in term time Thursdays 10 am to 12 noon.  A Support Group for 
those struggling with problems of stress, depression and in need of listening support 
in a safe group.  Contact Gina on 7674 4860. 
 

STAY AND PLAY: Thursday mornings in Church Hall 9.05 am to 11 am – all 
welcome at this Toddler group. 
 

SPOGS YOUTH GROUP:  This group provides  a place for young people (11+) to 
meet. They meet every Sunday evening in term time; at 7.15pm.  For more 
information, contact Sarah and Steve Marsden 7634 4233 
 

RAINBOW GUIDES : (pre-Brownies) 
2nd Arbury (St. Paul’s) meet Thursdays between 6.15 pm to 7.15 pm in the Church 
Hall Contact www.girlguiding.org.uk/interested. 

BROWNIES: 
1. Meet Tuesdays in the Church Hall between 6 pm and 7.15 pm.  

Contact www.girlguiding.org.uk/interested. 
2. Meet Wednesdays in the Church Hall between 6pm and 7.15 pm. 

Contact www.girlguiding.org.uk/interested. 

GUIDES: Meet Tuesdays in the Church Hall from 7.30 pm to 9 pm. Contact 
www.girlguiding.org.uk/interested. 
 

LUNCH CLUB:  Meets the 1st Tuesday of each month in the Parish Centre at 
11.30 am until 2 pm. Contact Parish Office 7632 5359. 
 

MOTHER’S UNION: Meets every 2nd Thursday of each month in the Parish 
Centre at 2 pm. Contact Frances Ray on 7634 6505.  New members warmly 
welcomed. 
 

St. PAUL’s PASTORAL CARE GROUP: Meets 2nd Tuesday at 2 pm in the 
Parish Centre.  Contact Jo Male on 7632 8668. 
 

PENSIONERS’ DROP-IN:  Meet every Wednesday in the Parish Centre 2 pm - 
3.30 pm. All welcome. Drop-in for a chat and cuppa and a game of bingo!! 
 

SEWING CIRCLE:  Meets Tuesday afternoons at various homes in the Parish.  
Contact Iris Seagrave on 7632 8091. 
 

ST. PAUL’S READING GROUP: Meets monthly.  Contact Church Office. 
 

BREAKFAST JOB CLUB: Meets Monday mornings 9 am to 11 am. A “drop-in” 

for those who need help in searching for work.  Excellent advice and help on CVs,  
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CHURCH DIRECTORY 

Vicar 

Revd. Kate Massey (Day off Friday)  

Tel: 7637 2089 

Email: revkatemassey@gmail.com 

Readers 
Colin Udall, Tel: 7674 5171 

Emma Kennedy Tel: 07960 970 061  

Parish 
Administrator 

Anne Murray 

Email: stpaulsstockingford@hotmail.co.uk 

Churchwardens 
Susan West Tel: 7639 5490 

Andrew Godfrey Tel: 7634 3492 

PCC Secretary 
Joanna Boughey  

Email joanna_boughey@hotmail.com 

Treasurer 
Gary King Tel: 7674 8126  

Email: garygpk@googlemail.com 

Gift Aid Secretary 
Paul West Tel: 7639 5490 

Email: paul.west47@ntlworld.com 

Deanery Synod 
Reps. 

David Spiers Tel: 7635 1108 

Chris Smith Tel: 7637 3900 

Organists Geoff Cowley and Andrea Godfrey 

Music Group Andrea Godfrey Tel: 7634 3492 

Parish Office:  

Mon & Tues: 10am to 12noon Tel: 7632 5359 

Fri: (By appointment) 7pm to 8pm  

Parish Administrator: Anne Murray  

Email: stpaulsstockingford@hotmail.co.uk 

Baptism Enquiries Please contact the Parish Office (see above) 

Marriage 
Enquiries 

Please contact the Parish Office (see above) 

Parish Centre & 
Church Caretaker 

Jane Udall  

Tel: 7674 5171 

Safeguarding 
Officer 

Ann Pipe Tel: 7639 4655 

 Website 
Administrator 

Andy Gazeley 

Tel: 7638 5354 

Email publicity@stpaulsstockingford.org.uk 

Curate 
Revd. Jo Joyce (Day off Friday) 
Tel: 07588 576351. 

Email: revjoannajoyce@outlook.com 
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If I die someday 

Beyond the scope of your care, 

Beyond the reach of your voice, 

Beyond the touch of your hand, 

I do not die alone: 

My heart has stored the memory of your care, 

My mind the sound of your voice, 

My body the touch of your hand.  

I was never alone.  

 

If I die someday 

And the right care is not taken, 

And the right things are not done, 

And the right words are not spoken, 

I forgive you.  

The tide of your love for me washes out all mistakes, mine and yours. 

The kindnesses you did for me lasted long enough to cover the gap. 

The loving things you said to me echoed long enough to drown out the silences. 

You are always with me.  

 

If I die someday 

And you do not find out immediately, 

And the world does not feel changed, 

And the birds sing on and the sun still shines, 

Do not feel guilty. 

I am glad that the grief circled awhile before settling, 

That there is still joy somewhere and singing, 

That grief parts its clouds long enough for the sun to warm your face. 

This is what I want for you. 

 

If I die someday 

And you are left with the loose ends dangling 

And the unfinished pieces unfinished 

And the things I would have said, done, written, sung now impossible, 

Be free 

To tie up the ends in a bow or leave them, 

To make what you will of the pieces: they are yours now, 

To trust that God holds all I was and will be, awaiting 

Our someday reunion. 

 

By Rev'd Caroline Beckett 


